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ABOUT US

DarkInvader is bringing threat intellignece to businesses in the UK. We offer 
a suite of tools and a mixture of automated scanning combined with OSINT 
(open source intelligence gathering) to identify any threats that exist on the 
dark web or Open Source Digital Platforms. Our mission is to innovate new 
approaches to cyber threat intelligence and processes to reduce risk exposure 
and to stay one step ahead of emerging threats. 

Founded by a group of leading industry proffesionals including notable 
authors, DarkInvader collects threat intelligence across multiple platforms, 
including the dark web, to identify threats that may not appear in isolation. As 
many cyber security experts would say, ‘you’re only as strong as your weakest 
link’, therefore by collecting data from multiple threat feeds; whether its an 
administrative email, a password for an employees account or confidential 
documents, you can have complete peace of mind that DarkInvader will 
highlight risks earlier than they can be exploited. 

Dark Web & Threat Intelligence
For Business Security Assurance 

OUR METHOD
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Multi-Dimensional Threat Intelligence
Our Four Pillars of Threat Intelligence
One Dimension is not enough. DarkInvaders M.D.T.I Technology collects data from 
multiple sources to build an accurate picture of potential cyber risks that reside outside 
of your traditional security controls. 

Our Multi-Dimensional Threat Intelligence Technology combines our four pillars of 
threat intelligence gathering.   
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Dark Web Crawler

OUR SERVICE
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The innovative team at DarkInvader have designed a plethora 
of adaptive technologies which when combined create 
Multi-Dimensional Threat Intelligence. The sole purpose of 
these thechnologies is to shine light on modern threats, which 
may be missed by traditional security contols.

The first of these technologies is our dark web crawler. With 
access to half a million malicious sites, our crawler gathers 
intelligence from underground hacking forums, illegal trading 
sites and hidden chat rooms that are inaccesible to the 
everyday user. 

The second pillar of M.D.T.I is OSINT, the process of finding 
publicly available information. Our team of investigators are 
incredibly skilled in Open Source Intelligence; finding data 
that, whilst obscure, could be potentially damaging. 

Thirdly our team of investigators access places that 
automation cannot. By gaining the trust of dangerous 
individuals, we gain insight into the dark underbelly of 
ransomware gangs and other APT’s (Advanced Persitent-
Threats). Ex-Hackers themselves, our team effortlessly blends 
into the world of cyber crime where others might stand out. 

Finally our breach database is the result of years of
invesitagative work. With over 15 TB of data collected,  
DarkInvader have one of the most exhaustive lists of 
breached credentials in the private sector. 

The beauty of M.D.T.I is that all this information is made 
digestible through our custom threat intelligence portal. 
Where cyber peace of mind is born.  

OSINT & Human Research

Breach Database

OUR PORTAL
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Features
The team at DarkInvader are here for client support 24/7, 
offering assistance wherever needed in both a technical and 
advisory service. This includes such features as:

Research Team Access: 

Gain access to our full team of researchers, regular calls and 
breakdowns of any information discovered that could pose a 
threat to your business or organisation. 

Online Ticketing:

Effecient and reliable ticket support for any issues or 
problems you or your team has. With reliable response times 
from our team of technical experts.

Fast-Track Risk Analysis:

Our team fast tracks flagged or critical risks for further 
analysis so you can be assured no major threats are missed.

OUR PORTAL

Ident i fy.  Learn.  E l iminate

DarkInvaders Threat Intelligence Portal combines the 
threat feeds from M.D.T.I to give you a comprehensive view 
of your exposure and threat landscape. All clients will have 
full access to the DarkInvader Portal with all their propertys 
in one place, allowing seemless viewing and analysis of any 
leaked information and discovered threats. 

A Breakdown of the Portals Features:

Help Desk

24/7 Dark Web Monitoring 

Imediate Alerting of Critical Threats

Open Source Reconnaissance

Third Party Insights

On-Demand Reporting

Actionable Threat intelligence
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THE FACTS

Leaked Credentials

Phishing Scams

Uploaded Ransomware 
In today's business world, ransomware can have a 
devastating effect. This type of malware can encrypt 
important files and hold them hostage until a ransom is paid. 
This can cause major disruptions to businesses, as they may 
be unable to access important data or even lose it entirely. 
Additionally, the financial cost of paying a ransom can be 
significant. In some cases, businesses may also be subject to 
legal action if they are found to have paid a ransom. 

With DarkInvader we’ll highlight any potential threats that are 
hidden to traditional methods before a cyber criminal can take 
advantage. Giving you peace of mind.

Leaked credentials are a serious threat to businesses. They 
can lead to phishing scams and other sophiticated cyber 
attacks. One of the dangers with leaked credentials on the 
dark web and other active hacker platforms is that they dont 
need to be your work credentials, even your employees social 
and personal accounts can pose a huge risk to your business 
and this is something DarkInvader analyses with M.D.T.I. 

Accessing employees personal emails and social accounts 
allows cyber criminals to formulate sophisticated attacks that 
are much more likely to lead to a breach.

Phishing attacks can result in the theft of sensitive information 
such as login credentials or financial data. This can lead to 
financial loss and damage to the business's reputation. 

They can also be used to spread malware or viruses, which 
can disrupt operations and cause additional damage. 

Finally, phishing attacks can also be used to target specific 
individuals within a company in order to gain access to 
confidential information or systems. This type of attack can be 
particularly difficult to defend against and can have serious 
consequences for the business.
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